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In this report, researchers present recommendations for enabling the U.S. Army to better prioritize and coordinate its security cooperation activities with its allies for coalition operations and engagements in third countries, allowing it to meet its assigned objectives and strengthen combined capabilities to compete strategically and counter common threats around the world.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

• What security cooperation activities should the Army prioritize with highly capable allies?
• How have these priorities been addressed in recent contexts?
• What challenges and opportunities exist to enhance cooperation with allies?
• What mechanisms might the Army use to systematize these enhancements?

KEY FINDINGS

Strong U.S. Army security foundations with allies can still be expanded

• Decades of habitual U.S. relationships and activities with allies have created a strong foundation for operating together in coalitions. However, U.S., British, and Australian experiences in Afghanistan and Iraq suggest that these efforts are not without challenges.

• More-systematic mechanisms for combined contingency planning, predeployment training, incorporation of lessons learned into exercises, and tighter links between major army-to-army capstone events could improve multinational operations.

• Multiple opportunities exist for combined planning, coordination, and implementation of security cooperation efforts in third countries.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

• Establish a standing U.S.-allied land-force cell to conceptualize, exercise, and execute contingency planning for second- and third-tier threats.

• Consider more-formal mechanisms for predeployment training for future contingencies against second- and third-tier threats.

• Identify and incorporate lessons regarding operational partnering and workarounds into exercise planning with highly capable allies.

• Seek review of classification requirements to enable more inclusive planning and concept and system development with select allies.

• Identify and evaluate additional co-development opportunities with selected allies.

• Systematically link General Officer Roundtables to army-to-army staff talks.

• Engage highly capable allies systematically on security cooperation first principles.

• Develop global security cooperation engagement plans with globally engaged highly capable allies.

• Conduct a pilot initiative to systematically plan, coordinate, and execute third-country engagements with one or two highly capable allies.

• Provide guidance on security cooperation for engagement partnering in the Army security cooperation strategy and implementation plan.